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Select Country
Andean Region
Arab World
Austria
Bangladesh
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Czechia & Slovakia
East Africa
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
India
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Japan
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Nordic Region
Philippines
Poland
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Sahel (Senegal)
South Korea
Southern Africa
Southern Cone
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Thailand
Turkey
UK & Ireland
United States
Western Africa
















































Ashoka Social Financial Services




Ashoka Social Financial Services is inspired by the idea that the market has the potential to profoundly improve the quality and character of people’s lives. Unfortunately, the market is not working as well as it could. We are incubating a new strategic focus that seeks to create Well Functioning Markets, where creating value by fostering a broad range of structural innovations generates profits.
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Inspiration

Ashoka Social Financial Services is inspired by the idea that the market has the potential to profoundly improve the quality and character of people’s lives. This belief is motivated by three simple observations: the market affects everyone, it profoundly shapes the fabric of our lives, and it has the potential to be transformative.

Unfortunately, the market is not working as well as it could. Inequality is increasing at a staggering rate. Several billion people are excluded from the formal financial sector. More than 800 million people do not have secure rights to the land under their homes. Too many young people do not see themselves as having a pathway toward a viable livelihood. The opportunity gap between men and women is not going away.

Strategy

To address this, social entrepreneurs around the world are developing promising innovations that create greater alignment between profit seeking and generating impact. When they succeed, these innovations change what it takes to succeed in the market, and as a result, they change where people focus their efforts and deploy their resources. In so doing, these innovations have the potential to shape patterns of market activity on a large scale.

 

Recognizing the potential of these innovations, we are incubating a new strategic focus that seeks to create Well Functioning Markets, where creating value by fostering a broad range of structural innovations generates profits.
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Stuart Yasgur



VP & Global Leadership Group Member of Ashoka
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Stuart Yasgur




VP &amp; Global Leadership Group Member of Ashoka





Twitter: @stuartyasgur
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Contact




Ashoka USA / Global Headquarters

1000 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1900

Arlington, VA 22209

United States


703-527-8300
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We'd love to stay in touch! Sign up below to receive updates on Ashoka's work.
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By submitting this form, you acknowledge that your Personal Data may be transferred to and processed in countries that do not provide the same level of data protection as your home country, as described in the Privacy Policy.
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